
Z1B-TQ

PROJECT Z1B- TQ

This is a 1975 Kawasaki Z1-B. We bought it as a complete basket case. The only usable parts are the frame 
and engine and the wheel hubs!!!! Good job we have lots of spares eh???

It will be re-built to original specifaction finished in the red colour.

It was an American import and is not registered yet but once finished we can MOT it and get an age related 
plate for it.

finish time hopefully will be January 2007.



 

Sunday 15th October:

Trev picked up the bare engine casings from Steve Smethurst last night

 and brought them into Z-power today.



 I pointed him in the direction of the engine internals but he made an excuse and went home!!!

Lucky for him we are really busy getting ready for the Stafford show next weekend so engine rebuilding will have to wait. 
I am determained to get him to rebuild his first Z1 motor by himself. (although i will be there keeping an eye on him!!!)

Trev!



Tuesday 17th October:

Got the zinc plating back today from Aerotech in Farnworth. Also got the wheel rims back from the chrome 
plater along with the rear brake pedal, torque arm and brake lever. If we get chance this week we will get 

the frame to the powder coaters.

I was going to assemble the bottom end of the motor today but i noticed thare was a snapped 6mm bolt in 
the starter motor housing. I did not see this before we had it cleaned, must have been hiding under all 

the paint and oil!!! Oh well, another trip to Fred next door i think!!







Thursday 9th November:

One of my old mates, Colin Smith who was my chief mechanic way back in the 1970`s when we were all 
working at Knott Mill Kawasaki in Manchester came in this week eager to get back into doing some 

spannering. He works in the Brewery industry now but still has a keen interest in the old model Kawasaki`s. 
I give him the head off the Z1-B to do and he managed to do it in super quick time. He checked the guides, 

fitted new seals and ground in the valves. I guess i will need to follow his example and get some work done 
on it myself.

Steve Smethurst has done the polishing on the fork lowers and the outer engine covers so i need to get on 
with a few things. I thought i would get the forks sorted first. New chrome stanchions and oil/dust seals will 
be fitted along with new fork top nuts. 20 weight grade fork oil will be used to try to improve the workings of 

the forks.

The frame and other black parts are due back from VANDEN the powder coaters tommorow so i can get 
cracking this weekend on assembling the chassis.

I also need to get the wheel components to B&C motorcycles in Manchester to get them rebuilt.







The guy buying this one really wants it in time for christmas and he wants it in UK specification so i have a bit of a task 
on my hands!!! I have sent a long rear fender off that i have been saving for a rainy day to the chromers, lets hope they 
do a good job on it? The chromer quoted Â£200 to do it!!!!! We really need this on it to make it a UK spec bike so i will 

have to pay it!. Other changes will be no reflectors on the front forks and just fully chromed rear shocks. I also intend to 
use taper roller bearings on the headstock to make the bike a bit more useable.





We also got the clocks back from Chris Rivett today, as usual he has done a superb job.

I was so impressed i bought 7 sets off him!!! That should keep us going for a while.

Sunday 12th November:

Well we got the frame back from Vanden, the powder coaters and i wasted no time in getting the frame up 
on the bench and started to bolt things to it. I used a new set of taper roller head bearingsand replaced all 

the bushes and sleeves in the swing arm. Fred our resident problem solver from next door came to my 

rescue in removing and fitting the new bushes and sleeves. What would i do without him??? (he cost 
us a fortune in Tea and Jaffa cakes!!!!)

I also fitted the rear grab rail and some of the electrical components.









Monday 13th November:

The rear fender came back from the chromers, it is very good, a few pits on the top of it but acceptable. Breaks my heart 
to have to pay Â£200 for the job but needs must!!!

I got a new front fender out of stock and all the new parts for the front forks. A couple of hours later and i was ready to 
fit them to the frame.

I assemble the clock assembly and also the handlebars with new switches and rubbers.









Once the forks were on i put the fork covers and headlamp on and also the indicators.

I then got together some of the braking parts, a new front caliper, new master cylinder and some of the 
brake lines.









 

Friday 17th November:

I put the main wiring loom on today and fitted the seat. I also fitted the rear brake pedal and the front and 
rear footrest.

There is not much more i can do on the chassis for a few days now until i get the wheels back from the 
builders. I reckon i should start on the motor and start to get the bottom end together.













While i was at it i decided to fit some of the other parts just to make sure i had all the bits and fasteners. I 
will have to take them off again eventually but for now it helps to see what i have missed and may need to 

order.

I fitted a new sprocket, tab washers and nuts to the sprocket carrier and made sure all the parts were there 
for the rear axel assembly. I also fitted the centre stand and the side stand using new bolts and springs.









Monday 27th November:

Seems like ages since i did anything on the Z1-B!

I got the wheels back from Steve at B+C motorcycles so i took them around to SMD in Leigh to get  them to put the 
Dunlop Gold Seal tyres on. I then assembled the rear brake panel with new shoes and fitted the rear wheel into the swing 

arm. Then i put the torque arm and the rear brake rod on.









Sunday 10th December:

Been really busy at work here doing normal things so hardly done much on the bike for a few weeks.

I did mange to fit the front wheel to the bike but that was about it!!! A reconditioned front disc was used and new 
fasteners. The front axel and spacer had been re-zinced and i painted the speedo gearbox in satin black.

I am still waiting for the engineering company MCM to remove the broken bolt in the crankcases so that i can get on with 
building the motor but they are also very busy with last minute christmas jobs and have not done it yet.





Monday 11th December:

Well i went over to MCM and they had finished the crankcase repair so i wasted no time in getting the bottom 
end together. I used a new cam chain and a new set of gearbox bearings, o`rings and tab washers.

All the fasteners were re-zinced a while ago so i managed to get it all together within a few hours.

I put a new strainer on the oil pump and fitted the sump cover.







New clutch friction plates were fitted along with a new set of springs.

I then fitted the starter motor, PCV cover, transmission cover and the right side polished outer engine covers using new 
phillip head 6mm screws. The points cover was actually a new one, the old one was to scratched to re-use.





I then put the engine into the frame. Once this was in i fitted the re-chromed kick start lever and refitted the footrest. I 
can now start on the top end of the motor. I have everything here so it should not take to long.

Tony, the guy who is having this bike really wants a Blue paintjob on it which i cant get until the end of January next year 
so he his willing to wait now which takes a bit of the pressure off me but it will still be ready for the end of the month. 

although no paintwork on it.





Thursday 28th December:

Well i have had enough of christmas!!!! Back to some real work.

I fitted a new alternator cover after fitting the coil windings of course. The old cover was badly scratched 
and could not be polished out.

Then i fitted the cylinders after replacing the 12 studs and then the cylinder head. I used the Kawasaki 
piston ring compressor which makes the job so simple.

 I used new gaskets of course and new cam chain tensioners. I also fitted 4 new carb inlet rubbers and new 
chrome domed cylinder head nuts. Everything went together ok

I then put the new DID o`ring chain on and adjusted the rear wheel.





Saturday 30th December:

Well i fitted the cam shafts today and then spent a couple of hours doing the shims. The Kawasaki tool 
makes the job easier but i still hate this job, seems to take ages!! Still, at least we have all the shims to 

hand! While i was at it i fitted 16 new cam shaft shell bearings.

I then fitted the cam cover along with 4 new cam end plugs and a new gasket and 16 new chrome bolts. 
Then i fitted the cam chain tensioner on the back of the block and took up the slack on the cam chain. 4 new 
NGK B8ES plugs were fitted and then i put on the ignition coils and the new metal plug caps. We used to take 

these off new bikes and throw them away!! now i pay silly money for them! oh well, such is life!

I also fitted the auto advancer unit along with its bolt and special washer.

Steve Smethurst as started to do the carbs for us now, this saves us loads of time and he sets them up really 
well, good enough to just put on and fire the bike up. I just need to sort out the fuel lines and then they can 
be fitted. Steve does not polish them as much as i do but then i guess he does it more like the originals than 

me.













Thursday 4th January 2007

I put the new points plate assembly on today and remembered to tighten up the chain and rear axel.







Because this is going to be a UK spec bike, there are no reflectors on the front forks, instead we are using 
some polished blanking covers that we get from Japan.

Sunday 7th January:

Trev came in today so we started to put the 4-4 exhaust system on. New clamps, studs, nuts, bolts, gaskets 
and collars were used. It is starting to look like a finished bike now.



Wednesday 10th January

I fitted the front sprocket cover today and then the gear change pedal and the chrome starter motor cover.

I then adjusted the clutch after fitting a new cable. Apart from the carbs, that means the motor is more or less complete.





Wednesday 17th January:

Tony, the guy buying the bike has requested Engine bars and a steering damper to be fitted to it, so i fitted a 7 posistion 
NHK damper, same as the original and a set of our front chrome engine bars. The bars meant that we had to take the 

exhaust off again so that we could fit the nuts into the crankcases. This is a real pain when the exhaust are on. I 
remember struggling with these on my new Z900 way back in 1976!!!

I may as well leave the exhaust off for a while now because it looks like the Blue paintset will not be coming from Japan 
until late March. Less chance of them getting damaged this way.





Monday 5th Febuary:

We managed to get hold of a blue paintset so the rebuild is back on!!

I fitted the side panels with new badges of course and then the tailpiece with new rubbers and warning decals.

I then put the exhaust and the seat back on. Just need to fit the tank and the carbs and then we can get it off the bench 
and fire it up.









Wednesday 7th Febuary:

I fitted the new badges, cap and tap to the tank today and after fitting the carbs, i put the tank onto the 
frame.

So it is more or less finished now!!

Just need to put the oil in and the fuel in the tank and fire it up!!

Then we can get it MOT`ed and start the registration process.





Saturday 10th Febuary

I bled the front brake today which was a very simple job, it always is when all the parts are new!!!

I then put 3.5l of 10/40 oil in the motor and some fuel in the tank. It started on the button first time which is always a 
relief!. In the last 30 years that i have been restoring bikes i can count on one hand how many did not go first time and 

these were mainly all triples, H1 and H2`s!!!  These Z`s are so good!

It smoked a bit but there is a lot of assembly lube in the motor that needs to burn off yet.

I think Steve Smethurst`s setting up of the carbs as a lot to do with it along with new coils, points and condensors. The 
motors are so simple that these are the only parts that can really stop it from running.

It is too wet to test ride it so that may have to wait for a dryer day, if we ever get one!!

I think it may be going for it`s MOT on the back of the pick-up!!!

Tuesday 13th Febuary

Well i took the bike to the MOT station (on the back of the pick-up!) today and got the MOT done. It passed 
ok of course.

While it was outside i had a good look around it and bled the front brake one more time. I noticed as well 
that one of the carbs was leaking a tiny bit of fuel so i repalced the o`rings on the overflow drain plugs just 

to make sure. They seem ok now.

I also contacted the Vintage Japanese motorcycle Club for a Dating certificate so that it can now be 
registered on a `N` 1975 plate.





All it needs now is a good polish!!


